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Training Modules Fee 
Module A: 
You will be provided with the information in this training course in 
order to meet the following objectives: 
 To understand the meaning of “Hazardous Substance” and why 

it is of concern to those companies marketing Toys and 
consumer products in Europe. 

 To understand the EU legislation that affects Toys and 
consumer products now and in the near future. 

 To understand the Hazardous Substances control requirements 
for various categories of products. 

 To examine the options open to achieve compliance. 

HKD4,800 per module 
based on 8 persons 

 
HKD600 

per additional person 
 

Module B: 
You will be provided with the information in this training course in 
order to meet the following objectives: 
 To understand what is an HSC System? 
 To understand what are the main requirements? 
 To understand how to implement it? 

 
HKD4,800 per module 
based on 8 persons 

 
HKD600 

per additional person 
Module C: 
You will be provided with the information in this training course in 
order to meet the following objectives: 
 To understand how to monitor the effectiveness of the HSC 

system. To include: 
 What to monitor? 
 How to schedule monitoring activities? 
 The resources needed? 
 Monitoring through Assessment (Internal and External Audits)?

 
HKD4,800 per module 
based on 8 persons 

 
HKD600 

per additional person 

Module D: 
You will be provided with the information in this workshop in order to 
meet the following objective: 
 To understand using a practical example how HSC is applied to 

a product. 
 The workshop will incorporate consideration of the applicable 

legislation, the HSC system; its implementation and monitoring 
to ensure continued compliance. 

HKD4,800 
Based on 8 persons 

maximum 
 

Total Package HKD17,250 for two man-days course 
(Four modules cost: HKD19,200) 

Note:  
1. The fees quoted above apply to training carried out from our Shenzhen office. 
2. On-site training is offered and travel time is at no cost if less than two hours from Shenzhen (applies to minimum of one day courses only,) 
3. Normal one module course is provided at our Shenzhen office; extra cost HKD2400 for one module courses training at your factory with no cost 
for travelling time if less than two hours from Shenzhen.  
4. Additional travel time would be quoted separately in the two scenarios above. 
4. The above fees do not include expenses, e.g. travel, hotel, connections etc, which would be invoiced for separately. 
5. While you accept the quotation, you accept our training rules that no photographing, no video recording or no recording during the training. 

Payment made by Bank transfer (charges pre-paid) to ‘PRODUCT ASSURANCE (HK) LTD’  
- Bank account no. 004-400-259107-838.  SWIFT Code ‘HSBCHKHHHKH’. 
- Bank name ‘The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited’. 
- Bank address ‘Room 402A 4/F China Insurance Group Building, 141 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong’ 


